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Maximum Attainable Complexity: an essay

[a]

This  paper  proposes  the  idea  of  existence  of  a  determinate  point  in  knowledge  and

technological evolution where, due to the complexity of the tasks at hand, more evolution is not

feasibly attainable, independently of the knowledge available.

I've called that moment, the point of Maximum Attainable Complexity, which will be noted with

the last letter of Hebrew alphabet, Taw: ת.

[b]

So we depart from the premise that the availability of the knowledge do not necessarily imply its

comprehension, nor the capacity of using it – at least, when a given threshold is surpassed.

[c]

The definition do not state anything about the subjects who operate that given evolution, but

following formulations state that they are individuals. Though, I recognize that it is implied that the

subjects are human beings which cooperate in the social way that we do. Anyway, maybe the

definition  and  subsequent  formulas  are  general  enough  as  not  to  exclude  any other  form of

intelligence or way of cooperation between intelligent beings.

[d] Previous Concepts

n

Number of human beings in this planet capable of participating in the realization of tasks with a

minimum degree of technical complexity.

Maximum level would be the total population of the planet.

T

Average useful life of people assigned to a project.

So this is the maximum amount of time a person can dedicate to a given project.

A maximum level could be the age of retirement or death (about 70 years?) minus the minimum

time spent in her or his education (21, for example), so let us say, about 50 years maximum.

U
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Maximum unit of knowledge that a person can achieve along her whole life, at its acme point.

A

Average number of spheres of expertise that a person can attain.

It is not easy to be expert in more than one matter, but let this number be strictly greater than

one.

a

Average number of spheres of knowledge needed to complete a given project.

As it is increasingly difficult for a project to be restricted to just one particular area of knowledge,

this number will be always far greater than one.

[e] First Elaboration

So, the level of complexity of a given project (“u”) must depend on the minimum quantity of

knowledge needed to complete it, taken from each of the spheres of knowledge (“a”) required: 

[1] u=∑
i=1

a

d i ui

where “di” is the proportion of a given knowledge that is needed in order to complete the project:

[2] d i∈[0,1]

This way, it may represent something near the concept of dedicated time.

Another way of expressing the level of complexity of the project, is in terms of the number of

people needed (“N”):

[3] u=∑
j=1

N

d jU j A j

For  a  given  project,  the  amount  of  knowledge  “u”  could  be  simplified  using  hypothetical

“medium”  values of  the people involved for  U (Maximum unit  of  knowledge that a person can

achieve) and A (Average number of spheres of expertise that a person can attain).
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[4] uh=U h Ah K Nh

where KN is the average number of people needed by this very particular project.

An interesting question raised here is if for every project, the minimum quantity of knowledge

from a given sphere, is always greater than the average knowledge that people can have in that

area of knowledge:

[5] u i⩾
?
U h

or in other terms, if geniuses are always needed, or not.

[f] Society and knowledge

p

How many complex projects (“p”) are required by a society based in knowledge in order to

maintain its stability (whatever this term can mean)?

tp

Each of these complex projects will require a determinate amount of time in order to complete it

(“tp”).

Then, what we are trying to find is:

[6] “if the total knowledge required by the total number of projects required by society,

is always less than the total knowledge available”:

[7] ∑
i=1

p

t pi u pi < ∑
j=1

n

d jU j A jT

So, if [7] is always true in history, as it has been in the past and it should be now, the point of

Maximum Attainable Complexity ת will never occur.

Expressing  “upi”  in terms of the spheres of knowledge in [1], the left term of [7] becomes:

[1] u=∑
i=1

a

d i ui
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[8] ∑
i=1

p

t pi u pi = ∑
i=1

p

t pi(∑
j=1

a

d ju j)

So [7] can be extended to:

[9]        ∑
i=1

p

t pi(∑
j=1

a

d ju j) < ∑
j=1

n

d jU j A jT

or equivalently:

[10]         α < β

[g] Does the point of Maximum Attainable Complexity ת exist?

But, how can [9] be simplified?

Or, in a different approach if it cannot be simplified: Can be obtain at least the tendency of the

functions that both terms of the inequation define? Which are the slopes of both curves?

If  left  term of  inequation [9]  grows less over time than that  of  right  term, then the point  of

Maximum Attainable Complexity ת [a] will never be reached.

Contrariwise, if left term of inequation [9] grows more over time than that of right term, ת [a] will

someday be reached, and it would be of the uttermost importance to calculate its date.

[h] Analysis of the left term of inequation [9] (α)

[11] ∑
i=1

p

t pi(∑
j=1

a

d ju j)

This is tough to manage as it depends mostly on (see [d] and [1]):

• the number  of  complex projects  required by a  society  based in  knowledge in  order  to

maintain its stability “p”

• determinate amount of time in order to complete a given project “tpi” (see [f])

• the average number of spheres of knowledge needed to complete a given project “a”

• the minimum quantity of knowledge needed to complete each project taken from each of
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the spheres of knowledge needed “uj”

As for “p” we could take the total number of enterprises in the world, and multiply each of them

for the number of projects they're trying to achieve. At least, a statistical approximation should be

feasible.

The necessary time to complete a project  should also have a positive growing over time...

though it seems very hard to establish a concrete reason or a minimum or maximum limit.

The average number of spheres of knowledge “a” can only be estimated, though it should have

a maximum limit (hopefully) or at least a concrete rate of growing.

The minimum quantity of knowledge needed to complete each project should probably have a

positive rate of growing, though as for “a” we can hypothesize that it should not be too big.

From this very quick analysis, it seems that the slope of this term must be positive, though hard

to establish, further than:

[12] α ∝ {p , t pi , a , u j}

[i] Analysis of the right term of inequation [9] (β)

[13] ∑
j=1

n

d jU j A jT

This term is clearly related to the amount of individuals available “n”, and the lifetime useful for

projects “T” (see [d]).

The other values: the maximum unit of knowledge that a person can achieve along her whole

life  “U”, and the average number  of  spheres  of  expertise  that  a  person can attain  “A”,  could

perfectly have maximum limits (be them biological, educational or both), so these maximum values

could be introduced as to set the maximum slope of growing for this right term.

So, we could set the slope of this part of the inequality as directly dependent from the evolution

of the product of useful lifetime multiplied by the amount of individuals available. Let this slope be

called Beta:

[14] β ∝ nT

This result makes sense, as the total knowledge available should depend on the total number of
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capable individuals available in a given moment.

[j] Summarizing inequation [9]

So, in order to satisfy the hypothesis [a], inequation [9] :

[9] ∑
i=1

p

t pi(∑
j=1

a

d ju j) < ∑
j=1

n

d jU j A jT

or equivalently:

[10]        α < β

must be reverted, and be true at some future point:

[15]      α ≥
?

β

where:

[12]          α ∝ {p , t pi , a , u j}

[14]    β ∝ nT

Remember from [f] and [6] that this is not the case nowadays.

The greater the Δα, the sooner ת will be reached: see orange line in graph [16].

But if [15] is not true, then ת will never be reached: see yellow line in graph [16].
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[16]  

[k] Statistic analysis of inequation [9]

Inequation [9] can be simplified using statistic parameters of the probability distribution of its

constituent  parameters:  as all  of  them tend to grow and are now already no small  numbers1,

assuming the Law of large numbers and a general form of the Central limit theorem, so that the

statistical parameters mean ( x̄ ) is well-defined, we can simplify the left term of inequation [9]:

[9] ∑
i=1

p

t pi(∑
j=1

a

d ju j) < ∑
j=1

n

d jU j A jT

using the covariance (σ) formula:

[17] σ(x , y) =

∑
i=0

n

(xi− x̄)( y i− ȳ )

n

from which:

1 http://data.uis.unesco.org/ (SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION / Research and experimental 
development / Human resources in research and development (R&D)  / Total R&D personnel) states a progressive 
increment of research from roughly 5 million people in 1996, to 8.5 million people in 2012.
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[18] ∑
i=0

n

(xi y i) = n(σ (x , y )+ x̄ ȳ)

and with [8]:

[8]  ∑
i=1

p

t pi u pi = ∑
i=1

p

t pi(∑
j=1

a

d ju j)

this can be obtained:

[19]
∑
i=1

p

t pi(∑
j=1

a

d ju j) = ∑
i=1

p

t pi u pi =

p( σ (t pi , u pi)+ ¯t pi ū pi )

So inequation [9] can be rewritten as:

[20]            p ( σ(t pi , u pi)+ ¯t pi ū pi ) < ∑
j=1

n

d jU j A jT

Now, from [14] and [15] we can write:

[21] p ( σ(t pi , u pi)+ ¯t pi ū pi ) ≥
?
nT

If we make the gross assumption that mean values for time needed for a project and knowledge

needed to develop that project do not greatly vary, and also that the covariance of both concepts

do not greatly vary, then:

[22]      p ≥
?
nT

That is, if the total number of projects “p” increases at a greater rate than that of the total

number of investigators “n” multiplied for their average useful lifetime “T”, the hypothesis

[a] could be true at the point where left and right terms of inequality [9] cross (the ת point):

see graph [23].
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[23]

To what extend can interfere with the gross tendency of “p” (total number of projects), the mean

values for  time needed for  a project  and knowledge needed to develop that  project,  and the

covariance of both concepts (see [21]), so as to reduce the nearness of (or completely avoid) ת,

remains an open question in this paper.
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[Appendix. a] Can knowledge be compressed?

Or in other words, for two given projects should the necessary knowledge in order to achieve

the most  complex  one (latter,  in  history)  be  always greater  than that  to  complete  the easier

(sooner) one?

Is technology capable of resuming or compressing knowledge so as not to really comprehend

all that was needed to complete the sooner project, but nevertheless being able to complete the

latter?

The most prominent example are the branches of mathematics, computation and others, where

one can use previous developments without really comprehend them.

Anyway, I think that previous reasoning in this work has been accurate enough as to separate

the use of knowledge in a project from the development of that knowledge which occurred in a

previous project, at least introducing the concept of spheres of knowledge: it seems reasonable

that advance in a field requires deep knowledge of it, even though if it uses knowledge from other

areas.

And if so, could nonetheless advance in a concrete field of knowledge occur without complete

understanding of its basis and posterior advances?

That is, can it be accepted that advance in knowledge can occur without any understanding of

all the previous groundings? At least one time?

It seems so.

And, which is the implication of the acceptance of this fact in previous equations?

It  mostly  affects  the  concept  of  “u”,  as  defined  in  [e]  and  [1],  and  so,  destabilizing  the

inequalities [7] and [9] by making the “u” term in the left part independent of the “U” term in the

right part:

[9] ∑
i=1

p

t pi(∑
j=1

a

d ju j) < ∑
j=1

n

d jU j A jT

This means that even if the right part of [9] remains constant, projects could still push away the

limits of knowledge and technology be means of also a constant “uj” which in this case does not

mean stagnation of knowledge but construction over previous knowledge which constitutes, but

does not count, as effort (“uj”) for future knowledge.

I've tried to express this idea with graph [24].
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[24]

This leads to a redefinition of “uj” : “vj”, to imply only new knowledge, not the knowledge already

considered established:

[25] u j ' = v j = new knowledge

In such a way that today's new knowledge will be part of the established knowledge of next

generations:

[26] u j(generationi+1) = u j(generationi) + v j

whereas that before this elaboration [k], the concept of uj was:

[27] u j = newknowledge + established knowledge

With this conceptual change is obvious that:

[28] v j ≪ u j

and the evolution of increasing effort seems this way to be stopped, by making it possible for vj

to be constant, whilst uj was a constantly increasing value.

It  is  worth  to  note  nonetheless,  that  this  reasoning  doesn't  instantly  defeat  the  possibility

explored in [f] through [j] nor the hypothesis resumed in [15]:

[15] α ≥
?

β

for that the slope from the rest of parameters remains – as long as α>0:
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[12] α ∝ {p , t pi , a , u j}

which is not altered by substituting the concept of “uj” for the concept of “vj”:

[29] α ∝ {p , t pi , a , v j}

as for [29] to be true it is enough (from [h]) that:

[30] Δ v j ⩾0

which seems true from [24]: note that in that graph, [30] has a value of zero (nor increasing nor

decreasing “vj”).  If  [30]  were not  true,  someday vj would  reach a zero value,  by means of  a

negative slope or decreasing in new knowledge:

[31] Δ v j < 0

which would make any improvement in knowledge if not impossible, prone to stagnation, as it

seems  that  by  a  mere  re-elaboration  of  previous  knowledge  the  possibility  of  true  advances

appears  impossible  at  least  from  our  actual  point  of  view,  based  in  a  constant  creation  of

knowledge and technology.

[Appendix. b] Creation of new knowledge

The previous elaboration [Appendix.  a] introduces a concept that were implicit in all previous

points: How is new knowledge “created”?

For the purposes of this paper, new knowledge as well as technological advances are reached

by means of [1] or [3]: 

[1]    u=∑
i=1

a

d i ui

[3] u=∑
j=1

N

d jU j A j

That is, new knowledge and technological advances require the beginning and completion of a

“project”. The result of a project is thereby new knowledge, or “v”, as stated in [25], so:

[32]    ∑
i=1

a

d iui ⇒ v
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[33] ∑
j=1

N

d jU j A j ⇒ v
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